About us
Caplend revolutionizes the financial landscape by providing a blockchain infrastructure for selling and buying trade receivables.

Our platform facilitates direct connections between originators and investors, eliminating intermediaries and streamlining the process. With Caplend, businesses gain access to efficient, flexible, and cost-effective financing solutions while investors discover new ways for allocating capital.

We use blockchain technology to make trade receivables financing transparent, secure, and compliant with regulations.

This brings a new level of speed, flexibility, and efficiency to the process.

Project
For our pilot, we have initial customers and investors eager to participate. Our focus is on building our first MVP, integrating with external partners (wallet providers, stablecoins, bank accounts), and creating a sleek frontend.

This involves implementing UI/UX designs for user onboarding, receivable listings, and dashboard visualization.

We’ll conduct user testing, iterate on features, and eliminate bugs. The goal is to launch a functional MVP, enabling our first revenue stream.

Tasks
• Create intuitive, visually appealing, and responsive web interfaces using React
• Translate design mockups and wireframes into web components
• Enhance the library of reusable web components
• Conduct comprehensive front-end testing to ensure a seamless user experience across devices and browsers
• Maintain concise code documentation.
• Optionally contribute to smart contract or backend development as needed

Your Profile
• You are a team of 2-3 students
• You have experience in web development with React, CSS, HTML (Redux, Bootstrap) and can work with Git, unit testing and RESTful APIs
• You are familiar with UI/UX design principles and Software Engineering Best Practices
• You are a team player, eager to learn new technologies and ask for assistance when required
• You are someone who can see a task through to completion and likes to take the initiative

Why join us?
• Hybrid work environment: Work from our vibrant Munich office at WERK 1 or remotely
• Ownership and responsibility: Take on challenges and own your projects
• Direct impact: Shape our FinTech’s blockchain product and witness tangible results
• Skill development: Learn and grow with support from experienced professionals
• Future opportunities: Potential for continued employment as a working student or full-time
• Mentorship: Collaborate closely with seasoned founders from PIMCO, Berenberg, HSBC, Citibank, Credit Suisse

Application
• Start date: as soon as possible
• Please apply as a team
• Include your CV and 2-3 sentences about your motivation
• Send your application to johannes.schaaf@caplend.de
• We’ll review your application and reach out to you shortly to schedule an interview call